Introduction. Non-ideal (active-reactive, nonsymmetrical and nonlinear) load consumes not only electrical energy (EE) of active power but and EE of non-active components of apparent power (AP). For a number of such loads, consumption of EE of non-active components is caused by technological reasons and guarantees a longterm normal mode of the non-ideal (distorting) load operation. Non-active components of the AP cause additional losses in the power network making worse the power supply quality but they is not accounted and rested of.
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An effective solution of the problem of the losses decrease and the EE account precision's increase is joint utilization of compensating devices (CD) and EE accounting tools. Existing accounting tools measure EE caused by the symmetry and linearity of the load's elements. Non-active TP components caused by the non-symmetry and nonlinearity of active-reactive load's element are not measured and accounted. Compensation, measurement and account of AP components are coupled, supplementing each other problems which from different economical points of view solve a problem of the effective EE consumption and should be solved in the frame of the general power theory (PT) at real conditions of failure of the symmetry and the sinusoidality of the supply and consumption mode.
Problem definition. Increasing theoretical and practical interest for the PT definitions, interpretations of the reactive power conception interpretations, physical sense search, ambiguity of the apparent power determination in multiphase systems, the problem difficulty have been led to the creation of various PT «schools» (partial bibliography is presented in [1] ). For non-sinusoidal multiphase processes two alternative approaches of investigation and analysis of the PT concepts are used: spectral (Budeanu, Quade, Pukhov, Emanuel, Czarnecki, Shidlovsky, Kuznetsov, Lev-Ari and Stanković, etc.) and temporar (Buchholz, Fryze, Depenbrock, Demirchan, Maevsky, Nabae and Akagi, Willems, Watanabe and Aredes, Tolber, Tonkal and Novoseltsev, etc.).
The temporal method of the analysis is based on a special expansion of the 3-phase current on orthogonal components. One of components of such a special expansion determines the active current which after the compensation remains in the source's network and guarantees supply of EE of active power. Temporal method used two approaches to the 3-phase processes investigation. The first approach considers 3-phase processes as 3D curves on the averaging interval, is connected with generalization on the multiphase processes of the Fryze method and uses integral powers (IntP). The second one is based on instantaneous energetic characteristics: classical (scalar) instantaneous power (IP) and new vectorial IP (a cross-vector theory). This approach has a practical value and resulted in the development of so-called active filters. However, even for the sinusoidal mode mathematical connections between new IP and classical integral powers of the spectral approach did not finally determine [1] .
The aim of the work is determination of the connection between the IP and integral powers and obtaining the complex form of the scalar and vectorial IP for nonsinusoidal modes classification in the 3-phase 4-wire electric power supply circuit in the terms of the spectral approach.
The used methodology is based on the vector approach with from the common point of view permits to analyze energetic characteristics both for 4-wire and for 3-wire circuits, both at sinusoidal and at non-sinusoidal mode, and both in time and in frequency domain. Scalar (classical) IP. At the consideration of a 3-phase 4-wire network we assume that voltage in phase are measured relatively the neutral terminal (Fig. 1) . In every time moment t voltage instantaneous values (IV) (regarding «neutral terminal's» wire) and current IV in phases are considered as 3D vectors of an arithmetic 3D space R
here in after τ is the sign of transposition. 
A local state of the energetic mode in the 3D section <A, B, C> is characterized by the (classical) IP
IP is determined as a sum of pair-wise products of current and voltage IV of three phases and determines the velocity of the energy transfer W=W(t) in the section <A, B, C>. As appears from (4), at each moment of time the IP equals to the scalar product (SP) of vectors (1) in the space R
Vectorial IP and an equation of IP. Product of norms of the vectors (2), (3) determines the apparent (total) IP of the energetic mode
In the 3D space R (3) for any couple vectors the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is true that for the vectors (1) inequality gives an implication
The vector IP is a vector of the space R (3) which is introduces as the vector product (VP) of IV of vectors (1) of currents and voltages [1] 
The Gram determinant [2] (composed from pairwise scalar products of the current and voltage IV vectors) equals to square of the vectorial IP (8)
The geometrical sense of the Gram determinant -the «square of the area of the parallelogram built by current and voltage vectors» is shown in Fig. 2 . 
, (10) here (t) is the instantaneous angle between vectors (1) in the space R (3) at the moment of time t. The area of the parallelogram is equal to zero if vectors generating it are parallel (collinear, u i || ) when the apparent IP equals to the scalar (classical) IP. Therefore, norm of the VP of the current and voltage is interpreted as non-active IP. To underline this interpretation, the scalar (classical) IP (5) is named as active IP. Expansion (9) is invariant regarding the exchange of the vectors i and u, but iu = ui. In this paper (as in [1] ) vectorial (nonactive) IP is determined in the correspondence with (8). Vectors i, u, iu create a right-hand system.
The Gram determinant at each moment of time quadratically complements the scalar IP to the total (apparent) IP (6)
and gives an equation for instantaneous powers
which is illustrated by Fig. 3. ( ) s t
. A triangle of instantaneous powers
In the triangle of the IP two cathetus correspond to active and non-active instantaneous powers. If the nonactive IP is determined by sin(t), than the active IP is determined by cos(t)
The angle (t) in the triangle of the IP equals to the angle between current and voltage vectors introduced earlier. If the active IP (4) characterizes the effectiveness of the energetic mode, than the vector IP (13) characterizes the losses of the energetic mode.
Steady-state pulsed and unbalanced energetic mode. A steady-state energetic mode in a 3-phase section <A, B, C> is determined by 3D T-periodic curves of the current and voltage processes (waveforms):
For T-periodic processes the (integral) average IP is correctly determined, and the variable component is inambiguously extracted 
A mode at which the vectorial IP has no variable component 0 ) (   tis named as a balanced mode [1] . The mode is really balanced if the vectorial IP (nonactive IP) identically equal to zero 0 
The scalar quantity y(t) (it has dimensionality of the conductivity) is not obligatory a constant.
So, a couple of instantaneous characteristics -scalar (5) and vectorial (8) ones -characterize the local energetic mode in the section <A, B, C>.
Spectral analysis of the periodic processes of the finite energy. A set of 3D (3-phase) T-periodic vector curves
with finite-average quadratic value
creates a Gilbert infinite-dimensional space of 3D curves of the «finite energy»
For 3-phase vector curves x(t), y(t) ) (
as integral average scalar product of IV in 3D space R (3) . The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is true [ 
is calculated by using a 3D complex coefficient (3-phasor)
is the 3D vector with complex
is the real part of the complex number z  . A set of 3-phasors composes a 3D complex space C (3) with complex scalar product [1] 
The complex form of the scalar IP. The spectral analysis of the T-periodical energetic processes of the current and voltage is used their representation by the complex Fourier series
The Euler formula [2] represents components of the 3-curves of voltage (29) and current (30) expansion by using the CC of the 3-phasor
In view of the scalar product's linearity, the IP equals to the sum of partial scalar IP's of the vector harmonics of the current of the k-th order and of the voltage of the m-th order
Representations (31), (32) of the vector harmonics by using the 3-phasor and its CC for the IV of the product of the vector harmonics of the current of the k-th order and of the voltage of the m-th order give an identity
If
The scalar IP (4) is represented by the current and voltage 3-phasors as
and has constant and variable (pulsed) components.
The constant component
equals to active (average) power of the non-sinusoidal mode and is represented as the real part of the complex (geometrical) power of all harmonics
The complex (geometrical) power (38) equals to the sum of harmonic components' complex powers
The complex power (39) of the vector harmonics of the current and voltage of the k-th order equals to the complex scalar product (27) of the 3-phasor of the voltage and the 3-phasor of the current of the k-th order in the complex 3D space C (3) . The imaginary part of the complex power (38)
determines the non-sinusoidal mode's reactive power of the 3-phase section <A, B, C> and gives the generalization of the reactive power by Budeanu to 3-phase processes
Complex pulsation powers of the scalar IP:  of the harmonics of the k-th order of the even frequency 2kω If three types of the complex powers equal to zero 0 
If the current and voltage harmonics have the same order m = k, then their VP has both constant and variable components
The complex form of the vector IP is represented by the 3-phasors of the harmonics as
The 3-phasors of the current and voltage harmonics' balanced power of the k-th order
determine the constant component of the vector IP. The variable (pulsed) component of the vector IP is determined by 3-phasors of the power of the unbalance:
 of the current and voltage harmonics of the k-th order of the twice frequency 2кω 
The equation (56) includes not all complex scalar and vector powers of the complex form of the scalar (36) and vector (47) IP.
